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Historic Overview and Statement of Significance 
Statement of Historical Significance 
 
 Northland Center in Southfield, Michigan is considered to be the first modern shopping center in 
the United States, if not the world. It was the first of several regional shopping malls erected in the mid-
1950s by architect Victor Gruen that redefined the notion of “shopping” forever. As manifested in North-
land, Gruen not only created a new modern architectural form but a philosophy of consumerism that led 
to shopping as an American pastime.  
 
Victor Gruen, Architect 
  
 Victor Gruen (b. Vienna, Austria, 1903; d. Vienna, 1980), was an émigré architect widely accept-
ed as the “father of the shopping mall.” His career in the United States spanned the years 1939 - 1968. 
After arriving in New York City, Gruen landed employment as a draftsman at the 1939 World Fair’s 
General Motors Futurama exhibit designed by Norman Bel Geddes, the industrial designer. When the fair 
ended, Gruen teamed up with architect Morris Ketchum to design retail storefronts. Here he developed 
what was later referred to as the “Gruen Effect,” employing his knowledge of psychology and theater de-
sign to manipulate potential shoppers. His modern storefronts drew shoppers into retail environments that 
distracted and entertained them, while achieving the primary goal of promoting sales. 
 
 Success drew Gruen into wider and sunnier circles.  In 1941 he and his partner (and wife) Elsie 
Krummeck settled in Los Angeles, where they worked together on store designs for national chains. Their 
storefronts were even more spectacular and enticing than those produced in Manhattan, since they had to 
catch the eye of passing motorists on Main Street. Gruen and Krummeck graduated to the national stage 
through their association with Walter Kirschner, the owner of the Grayson-Robinson women’s clothing 
chain. Gruen established Victor Gruen Associates in 1951 after his relationship with Krummeck ended. 
 
 Not content with the traffic congestion caused by the “main street” approach to urban retailing 
with larger stores located at major intersections, Gruen devised a new type of retail environment in which 
the shopper’s experience was enriched and controlled in many aspects. He cultivated relationships with 
major department store owners to advance his agenda for a new type of shopping center that would con-
tain rows of many different stores anchored by a major retail outlet. Located outside of the traditional 
downtown, it would be surrounded by ample parking.  Developers were reluctant to jump into untested 
waters, but Oscar Webber, a controlling partner of J.L. Hudson’s, whose flagship store was in downtown 
Detroit, took the bait.  
 
 In addition to the first modern shopping mall, Gruen was also responsible for the first enclosed 
shopping mall (Southdale Center outside of Minneapolis, 1956); the first outdoor pedestrian shopping 
mall (Kalamazoo Mall in downtown Kalamazoo, MI, 1959); and the first inner-city enclosed mall (Mid-
town Plaza in Rochester, New York, 1962). Beyond purely economic angles to his malls, Gruen designed 
them to become places for the social and cultural activities that suburbanites once got from living closer 
to downtown. He also claimed these malls weren’t something new, but tied to historical precedents like 
Greek agoras, colonial town squares, and European plazas. 
 
 Planned like a city with access roads, a bank, post office, auditoriums, public areas, a theater, and 
other amenities, Gruen initially envisioned shopping malls as utopian communal places that brought peo-
ple together. Although he continued to design them, he soon realized that suburbanization and decentrali-
zation of cities resulted in the abandonment of traditional downtowns.  By then, however, he left his im-
print on the American landscape. Gruen’s career in the United States ended with his return to his beloved 
Vienna in 1968. 
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Northland Shopping Center 
 
 Northland was the first shopping center (mall) development by a major retailer. In 1948, architect 
Victor Gruen convinced Hudson’s, then reluctant to build branch stores, to take advantage of suburban 
growth by constructing a ring of four shopping centers surrounding the city of Detroit. Of the others - 
Eastland Center, Southland Center, and Westland Center, Northland was the first actually built, becoming 
the first of many forays into the suburbs by Hudson's. Designed to serve 15 million people a year, some 
$30 million was invested in constructing the facility, while its first-year gross was an impressive $88 mil-
lion. 
 
 Northland Center was the first major postwar development in suburban Detroit, predating South-
field as a city (incorporated in 1957). Before it was built, Southfield Township in southern Oakland 
County was agricultural, with a few homes popping up during the 1940s and 50s. Construction began on 
May 7, 1952; the shopping mall opened to the public on March 22, 1954’s to much celebration locally 
and acclaim in the national press. Life Magazine featured a spread on Northland in 1954. With easier ac-
cess after the John C. Lodge Freeway was extended north of 8 Mile Road (1962), the land around North-
land was successfully developed with medium and high-rise apartment buildings, office towers and a ma-
jor health facility. 
 
 Northland was designed in a decidedly modern style as an open-air, single-story mall featuring 
110 interior-facing stores for a total of five retail blocks and seven open courts, with a service basement 
and bomb shelter underground. The sole anchor was the then-massive 475,000 square foot, four-level J. 
L. Hudson’s department store branch.  J. L. Hudson’s corporate offices were on the top story, and bar-
gains could be had in the basement.  Buses drove up a U-shaped ramp to drop shoppers off at the upper 
retail level. Surrounding the mall were over 8,000 parking spaces.  Besides Hudson’s, other charter ten-
ants of Northland included many local names, such as Hughes & Hatcher, Cunningham's Drugs, Baker's 
Shoes, Chandler's Shoes, Himelhoch's, Winkelman's, Kresge, Kroger, Sander's, Robinson Furniture and 
Better Made Potato Chips. 
 
 Gruen, like other modern architects of the time, collaborated with artists and designers on his pro-
jects to produce comprehensive and pleasing environments.  At Northland, he engaged major graphic de-
signer Alvin Lustig, who developed the coordinated signage for the entrance, parking lots and watertower 
for a crisp, fun and modern look. Both Gruen and Lustig shared in the belief that an integrated design 
process would result in more perfect results, and that good modern design could be “an instrument of a 
better world.” Also recruited was landscape architect Edward A. Eichstedt, who apprenticed with Jens 
Jenson of Chicago on some Detroit-area projects before establishing his own firm in Detroit.  His diverse 
clientele included the General Motors Corporation, Wayne State University (McGregor Memorial Con-
ference Center) and several shopping centers, including Northland. Six artists from the Midwest were 
commissioned to create thirteen pieces of modernist sculpture for Northland, the only condition that they 
would be light and airy and “fun to look at.” Located throughout the 161 acres of shops, gardens and pla-
zas, the common grounds became ideal places to hold civic-minded events, celebrations, and art displays; 
and to make memories. 
 
 In the 1960s, Northland Center was joined by a modernistic cinema with a Cinerama screen. 
From 1970 through 1974, a major renovation was completed, which included enclosing the mall and add-
ing a two-story J.C. Penney and a single-story Montgomery Ward. A food court was added to the com-
plex in 1991. Another anchor—Main Street (acquired by Kohl’s) was added in 1985 but already through-
out the 1980s and 1990s, major tenants vacated their operations, as did several of the anchor stores. The 
last attempt at breathing new life into the shopping center came in 1996 with Target adding a one-story 
southwest wing. Northland closed for good in April of 2015 after Macy’s, in what was the original Hud-
son’s store, was shuttered. 
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Description of Existing Conditions 
A documentation of existing conditions was undertaken from 1:00 pm - 3:00 pm on Novem-

ber 6, 2015 with the intent to photograph the exterior envelope from grade around the entire pe-
rimeter of the original shopping center. Notes were added in a photo log to further explain the 
subject of each photo. No access to the interior of the original open-air mall or to any of the struc-
tures was obtained. Conditions recorded were necessarily limited to vertical walls and details vis-
ible from the ground. 

In grasping the enormity of the mall enclosure, and the many places it had been modified and 
infilled, we utilized a diagram in a book about Victor Gruen and his work (Shopping Towns USA, 
by Victor Gruen and Larry Smith; New York: Reinhold, 1960; page 133) that included this dia-
gram. 

 

Figure No. 1: Merchandising plan for Northland Center, Detroit (now Southfield), Michigan. Hudsons served 
as the anchor and heart of the development, and in fact was its corporate headquarters, with an upper floor of 
offices. 

Comparing this diagram to a print from Google Maps enabled us to identify locations of 
change and infill, as well as to note where photos of existing conditions were taken. Note that 
each of the original building blocks is numbered for reference on the key plan. (See attached site 
map and photo log in the Appendix, along with additional photos) 

Using true north on the Google Map, we began our circumnavigation at the northernmost 
corner, and followed clockwise around the structure. This recordation did not include historic re-
search, so commentary on existing materials is based on visual evidence. The report focuses on 
conditions of extant materials. 
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Figure No. 2: Aerial photo from Google Maps. Integrity of the original shopping center design is intact and vis-
ible in this aerial view. (North is up.) 

The primary materials of the Northland Shopping Center are its exposed structural frame and 
red brick infill panels. This design feature is most evident in the upper story of the center building 
for Hudsons, which has undergone the least change over time. Brick at the lower level is painted 
a light tan so that it does not look like the same red brick as used at the main and upper levels. 
The visible brickwork is in good condition. 

Steel columns support a canopy around the northwest and northeast portions of the center. 
Historic photos and postcards provide evidence of this treatment at portions of the center, with 
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solid brick panels and a cantilevered canopy at other areas. In any case, the exposed steel columns 
are in good condition. At the northeast and northwest side, emphasizing a recent change in use for 
National Wholesale Liquidators, several of the steel columns have been encased in cement plaster 
as oversized round columns announcing their entrances. Where one casing is badly damaged, the 
original steel column is visible inside. Along with these enlarged columns, a façade treatment was 
added that is not original to the center; although it is in good condition, it is incompatible with the 
center’s concept and original design. 

Mall entrances that were directly accessible from the parking areas all around the center have 
all been blocked off. Although they were likely enclosed with glass storefronts when the mall was 
covered and enclosed, the openings are currently covered with OSB (oriented strand board) to 
prevent unwarranted entry and vandalism. The OSB makes it easy to find these original entries 
and correlate their placement with the original marketing plan (Figure No. 1). 

The main entrances at the south side of the Center have not only been blocked off with OSB, 
they have been radically altered. What was original a bi-level entrance, with parking at the lower 
level and a bus drop-off at the upper level that led directly into Hudsons, was simplified to be 
primarily a lower level entrance into the mall. The upper level drop-off area was enclosed back to 
the central Hudsons block and faced with a darker red brick. An upper-level entrance into the 
mall was created at the southern corner of this new enclosure. A newer design motif of double 
steel round arches was introduced at this corner and at the lower level to mark these now-primary 
entrances to the mall. The steel arches show signs of paint loss and minor corrosion, but they do 
no harm to the original mall structure. 

Site integrity is generally intact, with the shopping center’s placement in a surrounding sea of 
surface parking, but it has been altered by the large additions at the south end of the shopping 
center. These were purpose-built structures for anchor stores added to the mall, and do not con-
tribute to the original design concept of an open shopping center. The northernmost wing for the 
Liquidators business may also be a recent addition, although its treatment is similar to that of the 
same business along the northeast side, suggesting it may have been part of the original mall con-
struction, and just not shown on the marketing plan in Figure No. 1. 

The well of lower level parking centered on the south side is intact, with its flanking angled 
retaining walls separating the upper levels of parking and mall entrances. Several outlying de-
tached structures that date to the original construction, such as the police station to the east and 
the auto-repair business to the south, are also still in place. The arrangement of surface parking is 
largely unchanged from the original site development, with its multiple access points from the 
surrounding streets. None of the original signage remains on site. 
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Figure No. 3 (Image No. 1 in photo log and on key plan): Building No. 1 at northeast corner of the center, 
looking southeast. View shows original brick, re-faced newer entry facade, and encased steel columns. 

 
Figure No. 4 (Image No. 7 in photo log and on key plan): Building No. 2 along eastern side of the center. 
View shows an original mall entrance, with OSB boarding up the entry. Original red brick is painted tan. 
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Figure No. 5 (Image No. 10 in photo log and on key plan): Police station just east of the center. View 
shows the original red brick and overhanging canopy similar to the center. 

 
Figure No. 6 (Image No. 12 in photo log and on key plan): Additions along the southeast side of the center. 
View shows a service entry to the lower level of the newer anchor stores. 
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Figure No. 7 (Image No. 20 in photo log and on key plan): Building No. 4 & 6 along southwestern side of 
the center. View shows altered upper level entrance and bus drop-off, and upper level Hudson’s offices. 

 
Figure No. 8 (Image No. 21 in photo log and on key plan): Building No. 6 (Hudson’s) along southwestern 
side of the center. Historic postcard, c. 1958, shows bi-level entrances directly into Hudson’s. 
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Figure No. 9 (Image No. 25 in photo log and on key plan): Retaining wall approaching lower level center 
entrances. View shows water damage at the brick wall, erosion of the precast panels. 

 
Figure No. 10 (Image No. 27 in photo log and on key plan): Overhanging concrete structure of the upper 
level deck. View shows minor water infiltration, corrosion, and exposed rebar at abutting panels. 
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Figure No. 11 (Image No. 28 in photo log and on key plan): Lower level center entrances built out from 
original covered walkways to allow new covered drop-off. View shows all materials in good condition. 

 
Figure No. 12 (Image No. 31 in photo log and on key plan): Building No. 6 behind the built out lower level 
and triple arched entrances. Rust staining is evident along upper fascia cladding. Three office bays at each 
side at the upper level were infilled with glass to expand Hudson’s offices. 
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Figure No. 13 (Image No. 44 in photo log and on key plan): Building No. 5 at the northwestern end of the 
center. View shows the altered wing of the shopping center, similar to Figure No. 3. 

 
Figure No. 14 (Image No. 46 in photo log and on key plan): Building No. 5 along northern end of the 
center. View shows same columns and canopy as in Fig. No. 3. Note materials of Hudson’s upper levels. 
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Figure No. 15: Set 1 of historic postcards, Kim Silarski Collection. 

 
Figure No. 16: Set 2 of historic postcards, Kim Silarski Collection. 
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Figure 17: Set 3 of historic postcards, Kim Silarski Collection. 
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